From the past fathers give birth like our mothers the ten pits in which we place ten pillars we
have deemed the bill of rights
The first right of the people is the freedom of religion, assembly, press, and speech and in this is
so vibrantly displayed it can be seen across every state, and from where I stand I see my peers
and elders so eagerly share their own beliefs and ideas each wearing their sigils and garments
to exclaim their religious standing and in its beauty, we can barely see the difference as
although our eyes have regressed to forget to process such signs and scenes which leave us
the old, young, and different to find our companions based on individuality
The second right is the right to bear arms and in this controversy is an anomaly in which the
government approve of arms like a father allows his children to use bows and bb rifles but alas
the decision was half hazardous as the children now run around some dangerous and some not
so without thought it becomes a constant worry that leaves most in a hurry from those who are
deranged enough to pull the trigger and take a shot
The third right to the people is the protection from the government to force its citizens to house
soldiers, this pillar is but a transparent crystal and in my belief, I think like a man who has lived
in his home for some odd years then goes blind, would still treat the couch he threw away a
week ago as if it was still there as we would if this right were to disappear
The fourth right to the people is the protection of unreasonable search and seizures, alas this is
like a ghost that phases in and out of our plane of existence for some it protects them but in
truth, it is giving a shield to a man not involved in the battle while those it should protect believe
the shield does not exist, from where they stand there was never a shield
The fifth right to the people is the protection from being accused of the same crime twice and
the right to not incriminate themselves, this has become second nature to most, they believe
that one may enter the legal battlefield with no restraint to protect themselves with whatever
legal means possible
The sixth right to the people is the right to a timely trial and to be judged by their peers this has
a strange side effect like a monkeys hands becoming feet when it stands upright in truth this has
created a deep fascination in the legal system and the desire to fight for the innocent's freedom
and to send to death the rule-breakers it romanticizes the legal process like a teenager on a
study session with their romantic interest
The seventh right to the people is the right to a jury in a civil case as if to invite an audience to a
live dispute between two beasts this has, for the most part, become a topic of gossip for those
interested in crime or those that have an ill will or love for those involved
The eighth right given to the people is the protection from excessive bail or unusual and cruel
punishments this in its truest form acts as a dam from humans cruel tendencies to punish those

they deem immoral inhuman and this remains true to this day for every other case there will be
those that demand the death penalty
The ninth right given to the people is an anomaly it is but less and more than infinity both brittle
and unbreakable both not there and everywhere else it is the command that not all rights are
stated that not all pillars are conceived or seen and in this we the people gain the ability to fight
and make and change our right and stops those with malicious intent from trying to worm
through loopholes like a fox in a rabbits snow burrow
The tenth right given to the people is the rights reserved to their home states and for better or
worse this has overall been a positive effect creating healthy rivalry and identity where each
state grows and diverges to make new cultures and as in any population in a given species
diversity is key to success

